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1991 international conference on coal science proceedings surplus record is the leading independent business directory of new
and used capital equipment machine tools machinery and industrial equipment listing over 95 000 industrial assets including
metalworking and fabricating machine tools chemical and process equipment cranes air compressors pumps motors circuit
breakers generators transformers turbines and more over 1 100 businesses list with the surplus record march 2022 issue vol 99
no 3 this book is a must have for anyone interested in obesity or the physiology of white or brown adipose tissues it contains
state of the art methods from researchers that are world leaders in this field detailed lab protocols range from methods to
visualize adipocytes and adipose tissues in humans and experimental models to convert stem cells into white and brown
adipocytes in vitro to evaluate aspects of adipocyte metabolism to inducibly knock out genes in adipose tissues and to evaluate
transcriptional control of adipogenesis on a global scale the study of adipose tissue goes hand in hand with our global effort to
understand and reverse the epidemic of obesity and associated medical complications contributors include leading researchers
who have made tremendous contributions to our ability to investigate white and brown adipose tissues the wide variety of
experimental approaches detailed within this volume including the evaluation of adipose tissue biology at the molecular
biochemical cellular tissue and organismal levels surplus record is the leading independent business directory of new and used
capital equipment machine tools machinery and industrial equipment listing over 95 000 industrial assets including
metalworking and fabricating machine tools chemical and process equipment cranes air compressors pumps motors circuit
breakers generators transformers turbines and more over 1 100 businesses list with the surplus record may 2022 issue vol 99 no
5 surplus record is the leading independent business directory of new and used capital equipment machine tools machinery and
industrial equipment listing over 95 000 industrial assets including metalworking and fabricating machine tools chemical and
process equipment cranes air compressors pumps motors circuit breakers generators transformers turbines and more over 1
100 businesses list with the surplus record november 2022 issue vol 99 no 11 lists citations with abstracts for aerospace related
reports obtained from world wide sources and announces documents that have recently been entered into the nasa scientific
and technical information database surplus record is the leading independent business directory of new and used capital
equipment machine tools machinery and industrial equipment listing over 110 000 industrial assets since 1924 including
metalworking and fabricating machine tools lathes cnc equipment machine centers woodworking equipment food equipment
chemical and process equipment cranes air compressors pumps motors circuit breakers generators transformers turbines and
more over 1 100 businesses list with the surplus record june 2023 issue vol 100 no 8 three centuries of english idioms their
unusual origins and unexpected interpretations to pay through the nose raining cats and dogs by hook or by crook curry favor
drink like a fish eat crow we hear such phrases every day but this book is the first truly all encompassing etymological guide to
both their meanings and origins spanning more than three centuries take my word for it is a fascinating one of a kind window
into the surprisingly short history of idioms in english widely known for his studies of word origins anatoly liberman explains
more than one thousand idioms both popular and obscure occurring in both american and british standard english and including
many regional expressions the origins and even the precise meaning of most idioms are often obscure and lost in history based
on a critical analysis of countless conjectures with exact in depth references rare in the literature on the subject take my word
for it provides not only a large corpus of idiomatic phrases but also a vast bibliography detailed indexes and a thesaurus make
the content accessible at a glance and liberman s introduction and conclusion add historical dimensions the result of decades of
research by a leading authority this book is both instructive and absorbing for scholars and general readers who won t find
another resource as comparable in scope or based on data even remotely as exhaustive surplus record is the leading
independent business directory of new and used capital equipment machine tools machinery and industrial equipment listing
over 120 000 industrial assets since 1924 including metalworking and fabricating machine tools lathes cnc equipment machine
centers woodworking equipment food equipment chemical and process equipment cranes air compressors pumps motors circuit
breakers generators transformers turbines and more over 1 100 businesses list with the surplus record september 2023 issue vol
100 no 9 the excavation of the earliest roman port and fishery known establishes cosa as the center for the flourishing
commercial activities of the powerful sestius family and extends the international trading picture of the romans back to at least
the early second century b c originally published in 1987 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand technology
to again make available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton university press these editions
preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal
of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books
published by princeton university press since its founding in 1905 surplus record is the leading independent business directory of
new and used capital equipment machine tools machinery and industrial equipment listing over 95 000 industrial assets
including metalworking and fabricating machine tools chemical and process equipment cranes air compressors pumps motors
circuit breakers generators transformers turbines and more over 1 100 businesses list with the surplus record june 2022 issue
vol 99 no 6 manual of trauma management in the dog and cat provides quick access to clinically relevant information on
stabilizing diagnosing and managing the trauma patient the book uses an outline format to provide fast access to essential
information focusing on practical advice and techniques for treating traumatic injuries manual of trauma management in the dog
and cat is an ideal handbook for quickly and confidently managing this common presenting complaint beginning with a concise
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summary of the global assessment of traumatized patients the heart of the book is devoted to guidance on managing specific
types of trauma following definitive diagnosis manual of trauma management in the dog and cat is a valuable quick reference
guide to treating canine and feline trauma patients for general practitioners and emergency specialists alike surplus record is
the leading independent business directory of new and used capital equipment machine tools machinery and industrial
equipment listing over 110 000 industrial assets since 1924 including metalworking and fabricating machine tools chemical and
process equipment cranes air compressors pumps motors circuit breakers generators transformers turbines and more over 1
100 businesses list with the surplus record march 2023 issue vol 100 no 3 this book is part of a two volume work that offers a
unique blend of information on realistic evaluations of catalyst based synthesis processes using green chemistry principles and
the environmental sustainability applications of such processes for biomass conversion refining and petrochemical production
the volumes provide a comprehensive resource of state of the art technologies and green chemistry methodologies from
researchers academics and chemical and manufacturing industrial scientists the work will be of interest to professors
researchers and practitioners in clean energy catalysis green chemistry chemical engineering and manufacturing and
environmental sustainability this volume focuses on the potentials recent advances and future prospects of catalysis for biomass
conversion and value added chemicals production via green catalytic routes readers are presented with a mechanistic
framework assessing the development of product selective catalytic processes for biomass and biomass derived feedstock
conversion the book offers a unique combination of contributions from experts working on both lab scale and industrial catalytic
processes and provides insight into the use of various catalytic materials e g mineral acids heteropolyacid metal catalysts
zeolites metal oxides for clean energy production and environmental sustainability concise english dictionary surplus record is
the leading independent business directory of new and used capital equipment machine tools machinery and industrial
equipment listing over 150 000 industrial assets since 1924 including metalworking and fabricating machine tools lathes cnc
equipment machine centers woodworking equipment food equipment chemical and process equipment cranes air compressors
pumps motors circuit breakers generators transformers turbines and more over 1 100 businesses list with the surplus record
november 2023 issue vol 101 no 4 surplus record is the leading independent business directory of new and used capital
equipment machine tools machinery and industrial equipment listing over 110 000 industrial assets since 1924 including
metalworking and fabricating machine tools chemical and process equipment cranes air compressors pumps motors circuit
breakers generators transformers turbines and more over 1 100 businesses list with the surplus record april 2023 issue vol 100
no 4 this special issue on catalysts for syngas production included in the catalysts open access journal shows new research
about the development of catalysts and catalytic routes for syngas production and the optimization of the reaction conditions for
the process this issue includes ten articles about the different innovative processes for syngas production synthesis gas or
syngas is a mixture of hydrogen and carbon monoxide with different chemical composition and h2 co molar ratios depending on
the feedstock and production technology used syngas may be obtained from alternative sources to oil such as natural gas coal
biomass organic wastes etc syngas is a very good intermediate for the production of high value compounds at the industrial
scale such as hydrogen methanol liquid fuels and a wide range of chemicals accordingly efforts should be made on the co
feeding of co2 with syngas as an alternative for reducing greenhouse gas emissions in addition more syngas will be required in
the near future in order to satisfy the demand for synfuels and high value chemicals this is the climactic volume on the
archaeological and architectural history from ca 31 b c to a d 365 of the extramural sanctuary of demeter and persephone at
cyrene libya it deals with the impact of christianity on the cult and the causes of its decline with particular emphasis on the
largest body of evidence recorded anywhere for iconoclastic damage presumably by christian populations to sculpted images of
worshippers and twin goddesses the volume traces the characteristics of major demeter sanctuaries elsewhere e g eleusis
corinth pergamon acragas and selinus and places cyrene s sanctuary within the context of this development the volume also
presents the sanctuary s important lapidary and lead inscriptions as analyzed by joyce reyonlds it is the eighth volume in the
final reports series for the excavations conducted for the university of michigan and subsequently the university of pennsylvania
museum of archaeology and anthropology between 1969 and 1981 university museum monograph 134 surplus record is the
leading independent business directory of new and used capital equipment machine tools machinery and industrial equipment
listing over 110 000 industrial assets including metalworking and fabricating machine tools chemical and process equipment
cranes air compressors pumps motors circuit breakers generators transformers turbines and more over 1 100 businesses list
with the surplus record march 2022 issue vol 100 no 2 all you need to know about buying a used bsa unit single from the very
first 250cc c15 to the final 500cc b50 get the low down on model histories relative values points to look for plus advice on
paperwork auctions and restorations and more surplus record is the leading independent business directory of new and used
capital equipment machine tools machinery and industrial equipment listing over 110 000 industrial assets since 1924 including
metalworking and fabricating machine tools lathes cnc equipment machine centers woodworking equipment food equipment
chemical and process equipment cranes air compressors pumps motors circuit breakers generators transformers turbines and
more over 1 100 businesses list with the surplus record may 2023 issue vol 100 no 5 clinical handbook of feline behavior
medicine comprehensive resource offering practical and accessible guidance on managing behavior problems in cats clinical
handbook of feline behavior medicine provides a complete easy to use reference to practical information on identifying
diagnosing and treating behavior problems in cats designed to offer streamlined access to concrete guidance for managing
feline behavior the book offers diagnostic plans organized by clinical sign normal behavior is thoroughly described to provide a
better understanding of the abnormal with the heart of the book devoted to advice for identifying diagnosing and treating
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specific behavior problems the book describes the diagnostic process and covers treatment options for each problem a
companion website offers client education handouts to enhance compliance and video clips depicting presenting complaints
sample topics covered in clinical handbook of feline behavior medicine include normal feline social behavior covering body
language and other social communication feline social structure interactions with humans and other species and social
behavioral development in the kitten preventing behavior problems covering feeding litter box availability and care scratching
options toys and grooming elimination problems including the differentiation between urine marking and toileting deducing the
underlying causes and elements of effects treatment plans senior cats covering feline cognitive decline increased vocalization
sleep wake cycle disturbances disorientation litterbox problems and repetitive behaviors with its specific topical focus of
behavior in felines clinical handbook of feline behavior medicine is a targeted and highly useful resource for any veterinarian
seeing feline patients assisting through all stages of treatment with easily accessible and understandable information a
comprehensive resource to understand the behavioral considerations for intake management and rehoming of dogs and cats
animal behavior for shelter veterinarians and staff provides readers with comprehensive information addressing the behavior of
both animals and humans associated with the intake management and rehoming of dogs and cats to aid in practical application
the book covers specific behavior considerations in both dogs and cats topics are separated by animal to allow for easy
accessibility by professionals who are actively working in the field sample topics covered within the book include the behavior
issues that are a common cause of pet relinquishment behavioral assessment behavior modification the integration of behavioral
well being into sheltering welfare assessment psychopharmacology safety net programs and caring for animals during long term
legal holds equine care and caring for small mammals animal behavior for shelter veterinarians and staff is a must have
reference for evidence based practical tips techniques and protocols for everyday use in animal shelters by shelter volunteers
and staff as well as professional trainers behaviorists and veterinarians working with shelters
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March 2022 - Surplus Record Machinery & Equipment Directory
2022-03-01

surplus record is the leading independent business directory of new and used capital equipment machine tools machinery and
industrial equipment listing over 95 000 industrial assets including metalworking and fabricating machine tools chemical and
process equipment cranes air compressors pumps motors circuit breakers generators transformers turbines and more over 1
100 businesses list with the surplus record march 2022 issue vol 99 no 3

Methods of Adipose Tissue Biology Part B
2014-02-11

this book is a must have for anyone interested in obesity or the physiology of white or brown adipose tissues it contains state of
the art methods from researchers that are world leaders in this field detailed lab protocols range from methods to visualize
adipocytes and adipose tissues in humans and experimental models to convert stem cells into white and brown adipocytes in
vitro to evaluate aspects of adipocyte metabolism to inducibly knock out genes in adipose tissues and to evaluate transcriptional
control of adipogenesis on a global scale the study of adipose tissue goes hand in hand with our global effort to understand and
reverse the epidemic of obesity and associated medical complications contributors include leading researchers who have made
tremendous contributions to our ability to investigate white and brown adipose tissues the wide variety of experimental
approaches detailed within this volume including the evaluation of adipose tissue biology at the molecular biochemical cellular
tissue and organismal levels

ILAR News
1976

surplus record is the leading independent business directory of new and used capital equipment machine tools machinery and
industrial equipment listing over 95 000 industrial assets including metalworking and fabricating machine tools chemical and
process equipment cranes air compressors pumps motors circuit breakers generators transformers turbines and more over 1
100 businesses list with the surplus record may 2022 issue vol 99 no 5

May 2022 - Surplus Record Machinery & Equipment Directory
2022-05-01

surplus record is the leading independent business directory of new and used capital equipment machine tools machinery and
industrial equipment listing over 95 000 industrial assets including metalworking and fabricating machine tools chemical and
process equipment cranes air compressors pumps motors circuit breakers generators transformers turbines and more over 1
100 businesses list with the surplus record november 2022 issue vol 99 no 11

Yachting
2007-07

lists citations with abstracts for aerospace related reports obtained from world wide sources and announces documents that
have recently been entered into the nasa scientific and technical information database

November 2022 - Surplus Record Machinery & Equipment Directory
2022-11-01



surplus record is the leading independent business directory of new and used capital equipment machine tools machinery and
industrial equipment listing over 110 000 industrial assets since 1924 including metalworking and fabricating machine tools
lathes cnc equipment machine centers woodworking equipment food equipment chemical and process equipment cranes air
compressors pumps motors circuit breakers generators transformers turbines and more over 1 100 businesses list with the
surplus record june 2023 issue vol 100 no 8

Medical Subject Headings
1994

three centuries of english idioms their unusual origins and unexpected interpretations to pay through the nose raining cats and
dogs by hook or by crook curry favor drink like a fish eat crow we hear such phrases every day but this book is the first truly all
encompassing etymological guide to both their meanings and origins spanning more than three centuries take my word for it is a
fascinating one of a kind window into the surprisingly short history of idioms in english widely known for his studies of word
origins anatoly liberman explains more than one thousand idioms both popular and obscure occurring in both american and
british standard english and including many regional expressions the origins and even the precise meaning of most idioms are
often obscure and lost in history based on a critical analysis of countless conjectures with exact in depth references rare in the
literature on the subject take my word for it provides not only a large corpus of idiomatic phrases but also a vast bibliography
detailed indexes and a thesaurus make the content accessible at a glance and liberman s introduction and conclusion add
historical dimensions the result of decades of research by a leading authority this book is both instructive and absorbing for
scholars and general readers who won t find another resource as comparable in scope or based on data even remotely as
exhaustive

Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports
1984

surplus record is the leading independent business directory of new and used capital equipment machine tools machinery and
industrial equipment listing over 120 000 industrial assets since 1924 including metalworking and fabricating machine tools
lathes cnc equipment machine centers woodworking equipment food equipment chemical and process equipment cranes air
compressors pumps motors circuit breakers generators transformers turbines and more over 1 100 businesses list with the
surplus record september 2023 issue vol 100 no 9

August 2023 - Surplus Record Machinery & Equipment Directory
2023-01-03

the excavation of the earliest roman port and fishery known establishes cosa as the center for the flourishing commercial
activities of the powerful sestius family and extends the international trading picture of the romans back to at least the early
second century b c originally published in 1987 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand technology to again
make available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton university press these editions preserve
the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the
princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by
princeton university press since its founding in 1905

Take My Word for It
2017-03-14

surplus record is the leading independent business directory of new and used capital equipment machine tools machinery and
industrial equipment listing over 95 000 industrial assets including metalworking and fabricating machine tools chemical and
process equipment cranes air compressors pumps motors circuit breakers generators transformers turbines and more over 1
100 businesses list with the surplus record june 2022 issue vol 99 no 6

September 2023 - Surplus Record Machinery & Equipment
2022-06-01



manual of trauma management in the dog and cat provides quick access to clinically relevant information on stabilizing
diagnosing and managing the trauma patient the book uses an outline format to provide fast access to essential information
focusing on practical advice and techniques for treating traumatic injuries manual of trauma management in the dog and cat is
an ideal handbook for quickly and confidently managing this common presenting complaint beginning with a concise summary of
the global assessment of traumatized patients the heart of the book is devoted to guidance on managing specific types of
trauma following definitive diagnosis manual of trauma management in the dog and cat is a valuable quick reference guide to
treating canine and feline trauma patients for general practitioners and emergency specialists alike

The Roman Port and Fishery of Cosa
2011-03-10

surplus record is the leading independent business directory of new and used capital equipment machine tools machinery and
industrial equipment listing over 110 000 industrial assets since 1924 including metalworking and fabricating machine tools
chemical and process equipment cranes air compressors pumps motors circuit breakers generators transformers turbines and
more over 1 100 businesses list with the surplus record march 2023 issue vol 100 no 3

June 2022 - Surplus Record Machinery & Equipment Directory
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this book is part of a two volume work that offers a unique blend of information on realistic evaluations of catalyst based
synthesis processes using green chemistry principles and the environmental sustainability applications of such processes for
biomass conversion refining and petrochemical production the volumes provide a comprehensive resource of state of the art
technologies and green chemistry methodologies from researchers academics and chemical and manufacturing industrial
scientists the work will be of interest to professors researchers and practitioners in clean energy catalysis green chemistry
chemical engineering and manufacturing and environmental sustainability this volume focuses on the potentials recent
advances and future prospects of catalysis for biomass conversion and value added chemicals production via green catalytic
routes readers are presented with a mechanistic framework assessing the development of product selective catalytic processes
for biomass and biomass derived feedstock conversion the book offers a unique combination of contributions from experts
working on both lab scale and industrial catalytic processes and provides insight into the use of various catalytic materials e g
mineral acids heteropolyacid metal catalysts zeolites metal oxides for clean energy production and environmental sustainability

Manual of Trauma Management in the Dog and Cat
1998

concise english dictionary

Medical Subject Headings
2008

surplus record is the leading independent business directory of new and used capital equipment machine tools machinery and
industrial equipment listing over 150 000 industrial assets since 1924 including metalworking and fabricating machine tools
lathes cnc equipment machine centers woodworking equipment food equipment chemical and process equipment cranes air
compressors pumps motors circuit breakers generators transformers turbines and more over 1 100 businesses list with the
surplus record november 2023 issue vol 101 no 4

Caterpillar
1978

surplus record is the leading independent business directory of new and used capital equipment machine tools machinery and
industrial equipment listing over 110 000 industrial assets since 1924 including metalworking and fabricating machine tools
chemical and process equipment cranes air compressors pumps motors circuit breakers generators transformers turbines and
more over 1 100 businesses list with the surplus record april 2023 issue vol 100 no 4



Design and Integration of an Isolated Microgrid with a High Penetration of
Renewable Generation
2021-05-13

this special issue on catalysts for syngas production included in the catalysts open access journal shows new research about the
development of catalysts and catalytic routes for syngas production and the optimization of the reaction conditions for the
process this issue includes ten articles about the different innovative processes for syngas production synthesis gas or syngas is
a mixture of hydrogen and carbon monoxide with different chemical composition and h2 co molar ratios depending on the
feedstock and production technology used syngas may be obtained from alternative sources to oil such as natural gas coal
biomass organic wastes etc syngas is a very good intermediate for the production of high value compounds at the industrial
scale such as hydrogen methanol liquid fuels and a wide range of chemicals accordingly efforts should be made on the co
feeding of co2 with syngas as an alternative for reducing greenhouse gas emissions in addition more syngas will be required in
the near future in order to satisfy the demand for synfuels and high value chemicals

Laboratory Animal Management - Cats
2002

this is the climactic volume on the archaeological and architectural history from ca 31 b c to a d 365 of the extramural sanctuary
of demeter and persephone at cyrene libya it deals with the impact of christianity on the cult and the causes of its decline with
particular emphasis on the largest body of evidence recorded anywhere for iconoclastic damage presumably by christian
populations to sculpted images of worshippers and twin goddesses the volume traces the characteristics of major demeter
sanctuaries elsewhere e g eleusis corinth pergamon acragas and selinus and places cyrene s sanctuary within the context of this
development the volume also presents the sanctuary s important lapidary and lead inscriptions as analyzed by joyce reyonlds it
is the eighth volume in the final reports series for the excavations conducted for the university of michigan and subsequently the
university of pennsylvania museum of archaeology and anthropology between 1969 and 1981 university museum monograph
134

March 2023 - Surplus Record Machinery & Equipment Directory
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surplus record is the leading independent business directory of new and used capital equipment machine tools machinery and
industrial equipment listing over 110 000 industrial assets including metalworking and fabricating machine tools chemical and
process equipment cranes air compressors pumps motors circuit breakers generators transformers turbines and more over 1
100 businesses list with the surplus record march 2022 issue vol 100 no 2

Catalysis for Clean Energy and Environmental Sustainability
2003

all you need to know about buying a used bsa unit single from the very first 250cc c15 to the final 500cc b50 get the low down
on model histories relative values points to look for plus advice on paperwork auctions and restorations and more

Proceedings
1974

surplus record is the leading independent business directory of new and used capital equipment machine tools machinery and
industrial equipment listing over 110 000 industrial assets since 1924 including metalworking and fabricating machine tools
lathes cnc equipment machine centers woodworking equipment food equipment chemical and process equipment cranes air
compressors pumps motors circuit breakers generators transformers turbines and more over 1 100 businesses list with the
surplus record may 2023 issue vol 100 no 5
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clinical handbook of feline behavior medicine comprehensive resource offering practical and accessible guidance on managing
behavior problems in cats clinical handbook of feline behavior medicine provides a complete easy to use reference to practical
information on identifying diagnosing and treating behavior problems in cats designed to offer streamlined access to concrete
guidance for managing feline behavior the book offers diagnostic plans organized by clinical sign normal behavior is thoroughly
described to provide a better understanding of the abnormal with the heart of the book devoted to advice for identifying
diagnosing and treating specific behavior problems the book describes the diagnostic process and covers treatment options for
each problem a companion website offers client education handouts to enhance compliance and video clips depicting presenting
complaints sample topics covered in clinical handbook of feline behavior medicine include normal feline social behavior covering
body language and other social communication feline social structure interactions with humans and other species and social
behavioral development in the kitten preventing behavior problems covering feeding litter box availability and care scratching
options toys and grooming elimination problems including the differentiation between urine marking and toileting deducing the
underlying causes and elements of effects treatment plans senior cats covering feline cognitive decline increased vocalization
sleep wake cycle disturbances disorientation litterbox problems and repetitive behaviors with its specific topical focus of
behavior in felines clinical handbook of feline behavior medicine is a targeted and highly useful resource for any veterinarian
seeing feline patients assisting through all stages of treatment with easily accessible and understandable information
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a comprehensive resource to understand the behavioral considerations for intake management and rehoming of dogs and cats
animal behavior for shelter veterinarians and staff provides readers with comprehensive information addressing the behavior of
both animals and humans associated with the intake management and rehoming of dogs and cats to aid in practical application
the book covers specific behavior considerations in both dogs and cats topics are separated by animal to allow for easy
accessibility by professionals who are actively working in the field sample topics covered within the book include the behavior
issues that are a common cause of pet relinquishment behavioral assessment behavior modification the integration of behavioral
well being into sheltering welfare assessment psychopharmacology safety net programs and caring for animals during long term
legal holds equine care and caring for small mammals animal behavior for shelter veterinarians and staff is a must have
reference for evidence based practical tips techniques and protocols for everyday use in animal shelters by shelter volunteers
and staff as well as professional trainers behaviorists and veterinarians working with shelters
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Commercial Carrier Journal
1996

Monthly Bibliography of Medical Reviews
1983

Catalysts for Syngas Production
1958



The Extramural Sanctuary of Demeter and Persephone at Cyrene, Libya,
Final Reports, Volume VIII
2015-02-01

AVMA Directory
1989

AIDS Research and Human Retroviruses
1959

INIS Atomindex
2023-05-01

Stamps
2022-11-10
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BSA 350, 441 & 500 Singles

Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of
America

The American Philatelist
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Clinical Handbook of Feline Behavior Medicine

Animal Behavior for Shelter Veterinarians and Staff
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